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3D Reconstruction
World is 3-dimensional
Understanding 3D is major part of “seeing”
Autonomy is impossible without
Navigation
Interaction
Manipulation of 3D world
3D reconstruction = the problem of reconstructing the
geometry and appearance of the 3D world using visual
data (optic sensors)
One of the original vision/AI problems (1960s)
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Applications
Cultural heritage preservation

Computer games and film
Emily
project

3D
assets
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Applications
Cityscape
Modelling

3D printing
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Applications
AR/VR
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Applications
Art

“Exposure”, Antony Gormley, Lelystad, Holland (2010)
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Computer Vision-based 3D recons
Ideal for graphics applications

Real World

Synthesized visuals
Measurement:

shape, reflectance, mass,
elasticity, acceleration

Model

C. Graphics
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Computer Vision-based 3D recons
Ideal for graphics applications
Models constructed to “look nice”

d(

,

)
Synthesized visuals
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3D reconstruction technologies
Shape from X, where X=
Shading, Photometric stereo, Silhouettes, Vanishing points,
Optic flow, Polarization, Texture, Defocus, Refraction
patterns, Atmospheric perspective and others!

Mature technologies
Photometric/polarimetric dome
high-quality results
complex setup
Expensive

Multi-view stereo (shape from photographs)
Capture 10-500 high-res stills (>12 Mpx)
Very cheap, lightweight method
Easy to deploy outdoors
Limited to static, well textured, non-shiny objects
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Multi-view stereo pipeline

Image acquisition, camera
calibration

photo-consistency
3d volume from images

3d surface from
photo-consistency

»
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Multi-view stereo









Commercial software available
Accurate, dense, and robust multiview stereopsis
(PMVS)
[Furukawa & Ponce ’07]

Binaries available, widely downloaded and used







Using Multiple Hypotheses to Improve
Depth-Maps for Multi-View Stereo
[Campbell et al ’08]

Several commercial implementations

Towards high-resolution large-scale
multi-view stereo [Vu et al ’09]
Licensed to Autodesk “123D Catch” Free to use
ReCap 360 (cloud-based system)

Photoscan by Agisoft
Zefyr by 3DFlow
Mobile apps
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Large scale evaluation of MVS

Large benchmark dataset to compare methods across
17 scenes of model houses
7 scenes of building materials
11 scenes of groceries
6 scenes of fruit and vegetables
7 scenes of stuffed animals

Aanæs et al 2016
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Video-based Multi-View Stereo
•
•

Input is video instead of stills
Online algorithms can produce 3D reconstructions on the fly
• Faster
• Human-in-the-loop leads to better model
• Still passive and cheap

•

Limitations
• Well Textured
diffuse surfaces
• Static scenes
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Multi-view photometric stereo
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Colour photometric stereo
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3D reconstruction of faces
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Challenge: Semantic 3D reconstruction
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The challenge
So far, all these technologies output raw “soup of polygons”
Good for measuring and reproducing
Useless for understanding and manipulating
Dense
Multi-View
Reconstruction
No
semantic,
higher
level understanding
Semantic
3D
Reconstruction
use
cases
for
3D
reconstruction
are really
use cases for inverse
Dense
Semantic
3D Reconstruction
•Most
Goal:Dense
3D Model
from
Images
(Depth
Maps)
Large-Scale Semantic
[HäneanetAdaptive
al. 2013,
2016]
CAD. 3D Reconstruction:
[Häne
et al. 2013, 2016]

Multi-Resolution Model for Multi-Class Volumetric Labeling

Maroš Bláha†,1

urich

Christoph Vogel†,1,2 Audrey Richard1 Jan D. Wegner1
Thomas Pock2,3 Konrad Schindler1
2
3
Graz University of Technology
AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
Abstract

Architecture Häne et al
2016

Dense 3D Model Dense 3D ModelDense Semantic 3D
Model
Dense
Semantic 3D Model

daptive multi-resolution formulation of sestruction. Given a set of images of a scene,
construction aims to densely reconstruct
ape of the scene and a segmentation into
classes. Jointly reasoning about shape and
to take into account class-specific shape
ding walls should be smooth and vertical,
smooth, vertical surfaces are likely to be
eading to improved reconstruction results.
c 3D reconstruction methods have been
scenes and low resolution, because
their
For ofexample:
otprint and computational cost. To scale

Dense semantic 3D model
class-specific
Densetakes
semantic
3D model takes class-specific
surface orientation into
account!
surface orientation into account!

likely

unlikely
likely

Urban environments Bláha et al
2016
unlikely

direction
of ground:
horizontal
more likely
than vertical
For example:
direction
of ground:
horizontal
more likely
than vertical
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ILSVRC

birds

PASCAL

The last few years
cats

···

State-of-the-art classification results
using neural networks
dogs

···

···

Fig. 2 The ILSVRC dataset contains many more fine-grained classes compared to the standard PASCAL VOC benc
for example, instead of the PASCAL “dog” category there are 120 di↵erent breeds of dogs in ILSVRC2012-2014 classi
and single-object localization tasks.

credit: blog.paralleldots.com
object class label, corresponding to one object

are 1000 object classes and approximately 1.2 million
training images, 50 thousand validation images and 100
thousand test images. Table 2 (top) documents the size
of the dataset over the years of the challenge.
3.2 Single-object localization dataset construction

The single-object localization task evaluates the ability
of an algorithm to localize one instance of an object
category. It was introduced as a taster task in ILSVRC
2011, and became an official part of ILSVRC in 2012.
The key challenge was developing a scalable crowdsourcing method for object bounding box annotation.
Our three-step self-verifying pipeline is described in Section 3.2.1. Having the dataset collected, we perform
detailed analysis in Section 3.2.2 to ensure that the
dataset is sufficiently varied to be suitable for evaluation of object localization algorithms.
Object classes and candidate images. The object classes
for single-object localization task are the same as the
object classes for image classification task described
above in Section 3.1. The training images for localization task are a subset of the training images used for
image classification task, and the validation and test

present in an image. For the single-object local
task, every validation and test image and a subset
training images are annotated with axis-aligned b
ing boxes around every instance of this object.
Every bounding box is required to be as sm
possible while including all visible parts of the
instance. An alternate annotation procedure co
to annotate the full (estimated) extent of the o
e.g., if a person’s legs are occluded and only the
is visible, the bounding box could be drawn to i
the likely location of the legs. However, this a
tive procedure is inherently ambiguous and ill-d
leading to disagreement among annotators and
researchers (what is the true “most likely” ext
this object?). We follow the standard protocol o
annotating visible object parts (Russell et al., 200
eringham et al., 2010).5
3.2.1 Bounding box object annotation system

We summarize the crowdsourced bounding box
tation system described in detail in (Su et al.,
The goal is to build a system that is fully autom

5
Some
datasets FOE
such as PASCAL
(Everingham
EU-US
| G.VOC
Vogiatzis
2010) and LabelMe (Russell et al., 2007) are able to

Depth=semantics
First few layers respond to
low-level features
Deeper layers respond to
more complex configurations
(texture, patterns)
Eventually semantic visual
concepts are formed

A promising approach for
semantic parsing of 3D
geometry
[Zeiler&Fergus 2013]
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Road-map for semantic 3D recons
1. Collect large volumes of semantically labelled
reconstruction data (*)
2. Use deep network architectures to extract rules
and patterns from data
[Dick 2004]
3. Apply learned rules and patterns to new
reconstructions
112

Dick, Torr and Cipolla

Case study: Architecture
rule based dependencies between different parts of the
reconstruction (e.g. windows and doors are found on walls,
distribution is defined for the parameters of the model,
Architectural model parameters
and its validity is tested by simulating draws from it
a roof is on top of walls, symmetries
etc)
θ
Global style parameters
and verifying that it does indeed
generate plausible

Figure 1. The problem addressed in this paper. A labelled 3D model is generated from several images of an architectural scene, in this case
the Downing College Library, Cambridge.

G

buildings under varying conditions. A practical algorithm is then developed to find the maximum a posteriori (MAP) model parameters based on data likelihood
and prior distributions. The algorithm is tested on a

nW
θP
wP
hP

Number of walls
Wall plane parameters = {w P , h P , n, p}
Wall plane width
Wall
plane height
EU-US
FOE | G. Vogiatzis

M=
nt of Reconstructing
labels x count of pixels
on scanline
building
facades

gregated feature vector is then clamped
Given picture of building façade, identify all
the architectural
visible nodes
of the RBMs.
features (windows, walls, doors,
onstructions
through latent feature
balconies etc)
ce
representation
constitute
the
Existing
of labelled
bability
thatdatasets
a visible
nodefacades
fires. This
7 classes (wall, window, balcony, shop,
ps to the
posteriors of the classes.
roof, chimney, door)

Would like to build system with
erforms
as a higher-level merging step
no manual input of architectural prior knowledge
the output
of the(de-noising
horizontal
and
no post-processing
etc)
tical RBMs.

econd iteration on RBMs after merging
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Reconstructing building facades

rks for Semantic Segmentation

Begin by training CNN architecture for per-pixel semantic
FATHALLA,
VOGIATZIS:VOGIATZIS:
A DEEP LEARNING
PIPELIN
FATHALLA,
A DEEP LEARNI
segmentation
⇤
Shelhamer
Trevor Darrell
BerkeleyResult on unseen images contains noise
CNNs alone cannot learn arch. rules
trevor}@cs.berkeley.edu
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backward/learning
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21

Figure 1. Fully convolutional networks can efficiently learn to
make dense predictions for per-pixel tasks like semantic segmentation.

Input

CNN semantic
segmentation
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Reconstructing building facades
Train Restricted Boltzmann Machine on ground truth label maps alone
RBMs given some input, learn how to reproduce it. In the process they
capture semantic level information about signal

Train on MNIST
handwritten
digits

Reproduce
corrupted
input
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Proof-of-concept

FATHALLA,
VOGIATZIS:
A CNN
DEEP
LEARNI
test
initialize
an RBM
with theFOR
output
of the
DEEP At
LEARNING
PIPELINE
FACADE
SEGMEN
RNING
PIPELINE
FOR
FACADE
SEGMENTATION
OGIATZIS:
Atime,
DEEP
LEARNING
PIPELINE
FOR
FACAD9
segmentation. RBMs will then “correct” any problems using
architectural knowledge

Input

CNN semantic
segmentation

RBM
refinement

Ground
truth

[Fathalla 17]
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Concluding remarks
Interesting open problems
Bridge different Shape-from-X technologies
Intelligent recognition/reconstruction module that identifies which
method to use where

Closing the loop: considering reconstruction and its use as
one problem
Mapping for autonomous navigation
Manipulation
3D printing
Inverse cad

Thanks
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